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Abstract—The proposed resistance-locked loop (RLL) can
achieve high PSRR of 16 dB digital low dropout (DLDO) reg-
ulator without consuming much power which is the drawback
in prior arts. Even at light loads, the RLL can be shut down
for power saving. Furthermore, the duty compensator ensures
DLDO stability under different duty ratio of supply voltage. The
operation voltage of proposed DLDO can be down to 0.6 V and
the peak current efficiency is 99.99%. The test chip was fabricated
in 40 nm CMOS process with all the transistors implemented by
core device for small silicon area.

Index Terms—Current efficiency, digital low dropout (DLDO)
regulator, resistance-locked loop (RLL).

I. INTRUDUCTION

L OW-DROPOUT (LDO) regulator is widely utilized
as a post-regulator to provide a clean supply voltage

for system-on-a-chip (SoC) applications. The LDO regulator
usually supplies energy to the sensitive analog circuits [1]–[6].
However, an emerging design obstacle was found in advanced
technologies. In Fig. 1, physical transistor size is continuously
shrunk in recent years. Scaled down nominal supply voltage
and increased voltage rating can reduce power
consumption throughout the whole process where is the
threshold voltage of MOSFET. In right axis, the ratio of the
threshold voltage to the supply voltage is around 35–40% in
advanced technologies. Here, must be shrunk to guarantee
driving capability against the decreasing trend at the .
Unfortunately, the shrinking rate of the is relatively
small compared to scaling down rate of the . Trade-off
between off-state leakage and driving capability limits the
decrement of . As a result, conventional analog LDO
in Fig. 1 fails to regulate if scales down to 0.5
V. In contrast, digital-based design does not have the same
limitation. A 0.5 V-input, digital-controlled LDO regulator
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Fig. 1. The trend of the process evolution.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALOG AND DIGITAL LDO REGULATORS

is proposed in [7]. Due to the digital-based architecture, the
controller can work correctly even under sub-1 V input voltage.
Digital control can release the design challenge caused by high
voltage rating, . In conventional digital approach,
the power MOSFET is divided into a switch array instead
of a common-source configuration in analog approach. The
power MOSFET switch array is fully turned on and operates
in triode region during the energy transferring phase for high
efficiency. But, power supply rejection (PSR) is deteriorated
and noise penetrates from to . Conventional method
for suppressing noise is to increase clock frequency of digital
LDO regulator. Actually, the clock frequency increases to ten
times that of supply noise at the cost of power loss. A trade-off
exists between ripple suppression and efficiency. Table I shows
the comparison between analog and digital LDOs.
In the comparison of Fig. 2, prior arts with a fixed operation

frequency consumes a steady quiescent current so that the effi-
ciency is greatly decreased at light loads. According to the op-
eration of dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) technique, the asyn-
chronous-operated digital LDO regulator proposed in [8] re-
duces quiescent current to 50 nA because the activity of the
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the DLDO regulator with a fixed clock and the asynchronous DLDO regulator.

asynchronous controller can be frozen temporarily and there-
fore superior steady-state efficiency can be obtained. The advan-
tages include external clock is not required and complex on-chip
compensation is removed for low cost. However, the ability of
voltage ripple suppression may be seriously influenced if the
operation of asynchronous digital LDO regulator slows down
or even is temporarily frozen in steady state. Thus, both effi-
ciency and voltage suppression ability should be maintained at
the same. In this paper, the resistance locked loop (RLL) tech-
nique is proposed to get high efficiency and improved voltage
suppression ability simultaneously.
First well-known disadvantage of DLDO is that transient re-

sponse is highly related to the used clock frequency. Conven-
tional digital LDO regulators usually adopt the synchronous
control schemes with a fixed clock frequency as a time reference
[9]–[11]. Compared to analog LDO regulators, the comparator
replaces the error amplifier to monitor the output and to deter-
mine whether the output voltage lies in an acceptable range. Al-
though the comparators are supposed to have the nearly infi-
nite bandwidth, the shift register can only allow one of small
power switches to change its status within a clock cycle be-
cause a single p-type powerMOSFET is divided into an array of
small power switches. In other words, the operation of the shift
register becomes the bottleneck during transient response. To
achieve high-speed modulation, directly increasing clock fre-
quency is one possible and most effective way in synchronous
control designs. Nevertheless, high clock frequency results in
large power dissipation and deteriorates the overall efficiency.
Another disadvantage seldom mentioned is that noise from

the input voltage source easily penetrates to the output because
the power MOSFETs are fully turned-on. This phenomenon is
not acceptable for sensitive circuits. Here, noise penetration can
be analyzed in two cases according to the operation of the power
MOSFET. The p-type power MOSFET array working in deep
triode region can be viewed as a small voltage-controlled re-
sistor . Noise from the SWR to the output can be ex-
pressed in (1) where is the total load impedance. , ,
and refer to transconductance and output resistance, and
threshold voltage of p-type power MOSFET, respectively.

(1)

Noise is inevitable and results in poor regulation quality at
the output because of small . This is noise penetration
from the SWR. Moreover, another case may happen in the

applications using sub-threshold driving technique under low
voltage operation. The dropout voltage of the LDO regulator is
merely several hundreds of millivolts. However, as the input
voltage continuously decreases, (1) is no longer correct once
the drain-to-gate voltage is smaller than the . That is, it
enters the saturation region. The topology, which is similar to
the common-gate (CG) stage, slightly amplifies noise by the
factor of as shown in (2).

(2)

Therefore, a noise suppression technique is necessary for the
digital LDO. The SoC system working in sub-threshold region
needs a power supplying architecture as proposed in Fig. 3. The
SWR serves as the primary power stage to convert the input
voltage to with a high conversion ratio and to pro-
vide large current driving capability with high efficiency. The
cascaded DLDO regulator is composed of two parallel control
loops, which are denoted as the voltage control loop (VRL) and
the resistance locked loop (RLL). The VRL consists of a power
MOSFET array controlled by the bidirectional asynchronous
wave pipeline (BAWP) controller, which helps regulate the
output voltage by rapidly adjusting equivalent on-resistance
according to different load conditions. The transient response is
greatly improved because asynchronous control topology min-
imizes transient voltage variation by removing the clock-based
shift register, which has poor tracking performance. Different
from the VRL, the RLL does not involve in voltage regulation
work when the VRL is activated. The main function of the
RLL is to adjust effective on-resistance of the power MOSFET
array to minimize noise from the SWR and to guarantee a
well-regulated output. To achieve the goal, an auxiliary power
MOSFET array is introduced in the RLL. The additional power
MOSFET array is connected in parallel with the one in the VRL
so that effective on-resistance can be modulated. Well-regu-
lated supply voltage can be obtained through the summation of
the and . The signal , which is the gate control
signal of the switching regulator is used to synchronous the
RLL with the switching regulator.
To increase system stability, the power commander controls

the activities of two loops and communicates with the processor
to get power instruction. Both two loops don’t work simulta-
neously in the proposed DLDO regulator. The activity transi-
tion between the VRL and the RLL is determined by the signal

, which is utilized in the BAWP controller for freezing
the wave pipeline operation and reducing output voltage ripple.
Once the output voltage enters into the steady state, the
signal will be set high by the power commander to indicate
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Fig. 3. Proposed power delivery scheme for the sub-threshold SoC system.

Fig. 4. Bidirectional asynchronous wave pipeline technique. (a) Block diagram
of the controller. (b) Circuit implementation of the ACUs (c) Timing diagram
in case of load transient response.

the end of the transient response. The BAWP controller is tem-
porarily halt and thus only leakage power is dissipated. In the
meanwhile, the control authority is switched to the RLL. The
RLL starts to suppress output ripple until the next power request
from the processor. New power request from the processor will
reset the signal and activate the BAWP controller. Both
the magnitude of and can be automatically adjusted
under different power demands and load conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. The voltage regulation

loop and the resistance-locked loop are illustrated in Section II
and Section III, respectively. Circuit implementations are de-
scribed in Section IV. Experimental verification is shown in
Section V. Finally, conclusions are made in Section VI.

II. THE VOLTAGE REGULATION LOOP

The BAWP controller is shown in Fig. 4(a). The controller
is composed of N asynchronous control units (ACUs) and a

BAWP control unit. Each ACU in Fig. 4(b) contains one power
MOSFET inside. The number of stages depends on voltage res-
olution as well as maximum load current.
In the beginning, the enable-triggering signal EN is low to

activate the BAWP controller. The head reflector (HR) and the
terminal reflector (TR) are required to serve as the boundaries
of the asynchronous control. The forward control signals from

to alongwith backward signals from to
convey the energy transferring information to the latter and the
former stages to change the signals from to , which
are used for controlling the status of the power MOSFETs. Fig.
4(c) shows the timing diagram of the BAWP controller. When
the pulls down, the pulse signal RSU is generated to re-
sume the tracking mode of the VRL when the power command
changes. The ACUs adjust the output current to the de-
sired loading current level . Before settles down, the
domino-like operation quickly alters the number of the turn-on
power MOSFETs to change the current flowing to the output.
Once the BAWP controller detects the control signal transmit
back and forth between two ACUs, is expected to be close
to . Then, the is forced high to disable the BAWP
controller. All the ACUs hold prior states and thus extremely
high operating frequency happened in conventional designs can
be avoided for low quiescent current. The asynchronous control
relies on receiving energy transferring information from adja-
cent stages because no external clock signal participates in the
whole operation. The ACUs calculate and determine the status
of the power MOSFET only when detecting the change of the
forward control signals or the backward control signals

. The removal of the shift registers and the fixed clock
frequency control greatly improves the speed of the transient
response. The disadvantage of conventional synchronous con-
trol schemes is the trade-off between conversion efficiency and
voltage tracking performance.

III. THE RESISTANCE LOCKED LOOP

A. Concept of the RLL

Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the RLL composed of re-
sistance error detector (RED), charge pump, duty compensator,
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), shift register, and auxil-
iary power MOSFET array. The RED determines whether the
noise at the output is within an acceptable range or not. Two
programmable hysteretic comparators can generate the signals,

and , to pump up and down, respectively, in the
charge pump circuit. After embedding loop filter in the charge
pump, the error information is converted into an analog signal

to adjust the frequency tuning signals, and , in the
VCO. Finally, a shift register receives both the signals from the
VCO to control the auxiliary power MOSFET array. The RLL
does not remove the shift register in the control loop because it
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the RLL.

Fig. 6. Concept of the RLL.

works only when the signal is set high by the power com-
mander. If the load current remains constant, high-speed asyn-
chronous control is no longer required. The output of the VCO
should be adjusted according to actual load condition because

and dominate overall performance. Here, a modified
shift register is kept in the RLL to control the auxiliary power
MOSFET array.
The output of the VCO is adjusted according to actual load

condition because and dominate overall performance.
A modified shift register is kept in the RLL to control the auxil-
iary power MOSFET array. The duty compensator between the
charge pump and the VCO is introduced to put energy trans-
ferring information into the control loop. Without the compen-
sated error signal and , the modulation of the
RLL is not convergent and eventually fail to regulate the output.
The signal allows only one frequency tuning signal to the
shift register at a time and to ensure on-resistance modulation
synchronizes with the activity of switching regulator. Both two
mechanisms guarantee system stability.
Fig. 6 shows the concept of the proposed DLDO regulator

with the VRL and the RLL. As illustrated in the dotted zone,
the powerMOSFET is separated into two arrays. Corresponding
on-resistances of the VRL and the RLL are denoted as
and , respectively. The is controlled by the
BAWP controller, which is served as the main power transfer
path in the VRL. After load current is in steady state, the
signal is set high to halt the operation of the asynchronous con-
troller. Then, the control authority switches to the RLL to further
reduce the noise.
The ripple current from the switching regulator directly

penetrates to the output as illustrated in the left-top of Fig. 6.
Thus, the RLL has a lot to do with the effective on-resistance

of the power MOSFET array corresponding to load
current . If the effective on-resistance becomes variable,
the output voltage ripple can be reduced. Especially, for the

case that is synchronized with as depicted in
the left-bottom of Fig. 6, the output keeps stable because the
noise seems like to be canceled by the variation of the .
Similar to the idea mentioned above, the mechanism of the
proposed RLL aims to synchronize the effective with the
noise from the . This function is achieved by the RLL
controller and the parallel-connected auxiliary power MOSFET
array, denoted as . The modulation process will be
automatically adjusted according to different load condition
as well as the shape of the noise component. Low ripple and
well-regulated output can be obtained through the proposed
digital LDO regulator. To have a good modulation perfor-
mance, the on-resistance variation of the power MOSFET array
is designed as a linear variation [10]. Therefore, the size of
the power MOSFET is not a constant value. The on-resistance
of the VRL power MOSFET array changes from 0.1 to
500 and the on-resistance of the RRL power MOSFET array
changes from 0.02 to 200 .

B. Pseudo Ramp Current Technique

To properly synchronize the with the voltage ripple
from the , the pseudo ramp current technique is proposed
in Fig. 7. The embodiment of pseudo ramp current technique is
based on the idea of current injection and rejection. The on-re-
sistance modulation is achieved by the dynamic current control.
If the switching voltage ripple tends to ramp down, the RLL con-
troller lowers the on-resistance of to allowmore current
flowing through the power MOSFET array. On the contrary if
the switching voltage ripple tends to ramp up, the RLL raises
the on-resistance to resist excessive current. Extra injecting or
rejecting current prevents the output from fluctuating with the
switching voltage ripple. Hence, a better power supply rejec-
tion capability can be obtained. In other words, the on-resistance
modulation is achieved by the dynamic current control. Syn-
chronizing process becomes possible and the digital controller
is simplified.
The current flowing through the auxiliary power MOSFET

array, , is composed of ,and . Those
are generated by turning on or turning off one single power
MOSFET during each time slot, , to eliminate the fluctua-
tion. The magnitude of the can be adjusted. A smaller
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Fig. 7. Proposed pseudo ramp current technique.

Fig. 8. Resistance tracking process of the proposed RLL.

brings more modulation current in a switching period. In Fig. 5,
the decision to turn on or turn off the power MOSFET is ac-
complished by the signal . The summation of the and

at the leads to a reduced current variation and thus
the lower output ripple can be obtained. Here, the time slot tD
is automatically adjusted according to different load condition
or input noise. The self-calibration capability of the RLL will
seek the proper strength of the on-resistance modulation to fit
the requirement of the real-time operation.
Fig. 8 shows the resistance tracking process. In the beginning

before the RLL starts to work, the switching noise is quite large
and exceeds an acceptable range. The resistance error detector
will generate or signal to the charge pump to raise
or lower the analog voltage, . It can control the modula-
tion frequency of RLL. For example, higher brings a faster
modulation frequency. That is, a shorter modulation can be
derived. and are the frequency tuning signals
of the VCO and generated by the duty compensator according
to the duty ratio of . The tracking process continues until
the on-resistance follows the , where the is
a parameter which perfectly synchronizes with . It varies
with different process, load current, and other environment fac-
tors. The artificial ramp like current can be automatically
adjusted to cancel the ripple from the switching regulator so that
the output fluctuation can be minimized. As long as the tracking
process is in steady state, the is expected to be locked to
the . The output ripple is well-modulated and keeps in the
design window, . The best time interval can be obtained
through the tracking process.
Besides, the hysteresis window determines overall power

supply rejection performance. Conventional hysteretic com-
parator relies on internal positive feedback path to realize the
hysteretic window. The hysteretic threshold voltage is highly
associated with the process parameters and it needs some
modification before applying to a different technology. Instead
of internal positive feedback, the programmable dual window
hysteretic comparator is adopted. The hysteretic windows in

Fig. 9. Output voltage (a) without duty comparator and (b) with duty
comparator.

this design are relatively stable and immune to the process
variations. The height of the design window can be precisely
controlled through the use of the two identical comparators.
Therefore, performance and characteristics of the resistance
error detector and the RLL can be guaranteed.

C. Duty Compensator

In Fig. 5, the duty compensator is inserted between the charge
pump and the VCO. Two control signals and
are generated to ensure the system stability. The concept is also
shown in Fig. 9. Before the duty compensator is involved in
the control loop, the signal is directly fed to the VCO. The
frequency tuning signal is generated to control the activity of the
auxiliary power MOSFET array. Considering the situation that
only one VCO is used in the RLL, both two frequency tuning
signals and are generated from the same source, so
that the frequencies of two signals remain equal. It indicates the
for on-resistance modulation is fixed no matter the ripple

component ramps upward or downward.
In a cycle, the number of the turn-on ones is and the

number of the turn-off power MOSFETs is . Larger
stands for more energy injected from the to the output
because of smaller equivalent on-resistance. Contrarily, larger

stands for less energy injected from the to the
output owing to larger equivalent on-resistance. Considering en-
ergy conservation theory, needs to be equal to for
any duty ratios. For example, if the duty ratio is not equal to
50% and is not equal to , the system diverges because
the energy transfer mechanism strays from its optimal point and
eventually the loop fails to regulate the output. To solve this
problem, two VCOs are required to work in the loop. One is
in charge of generating the signal UP and the other is for the
signal . Two different time slots are made to fit the shape of
the voltage ripple under different duty ratios.
A duty compensator is essential to put energy delivery in-

formation into the RLL and send the modified control voltage
and to the corresponding VCOs. In this work,

a buck converter is used to be the pre-regulator. The operating
principle and the relationship between the two control voltages

and are shown in (3) and (4) [12].

(3)

(4)

and are the oscillating frequencies of the two fre-
quency tuning signals and is the duty ratio of the switching
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Fig. 10. Small signal analysis (a) Small signal model of the proposed RLL.
(b) Frequency response.

regulator. In (3), the relationship between and can be
expressed by the duty or simply by the voltage levels of
and . A larger duty leads to a lower and a higher
as depicted in the right side of the Fig. 9. That is, the number
of the turn-off and turn-on power MOSFETs can be kept equal
through the modification of the duty compensator. Along with
the signal from the charge pump, the new control voltages

and are generated in (4). Not only do the new
control signals and include the information
of the noise component, but the magnitude of the two signals
is still scaled by the signal . As usual, the oscillating fre-
quencies of the VCOs can be adjusted by raising or lowering
the voltage level of . The control remains simple and it can
be easily achieved in the proposed RLL.

D. Stability Analysis for the RLL

The small signal model for the RLL is given in Fig. 10(a).
The ripple current from the VRL serves as the input signal
while the output voltage can be derived from the
flowing through the as shown in (5). and are
load capacitance and resistance at the output, respectively.

(5)

The feedback is composed of the resistance error detector,
charge pump, duty compensator, voltage-controlled oscillator,
shift register, and finally the powerMOSFET array. A loop filter
embedded in the charge pump increases loop stability. Before
the RLL starts to work, the consists of only the . The
voltage ripple from the SWR is directly fed to and causes
poor quality at the . To reduce interference, the resistance
error detector along with the charge pump is used to monitor
fluctuation and to generate the control voltage . Assuming
the window in Fig. 8 is kept narrow and much smaller than
the current ripple of the , the gain function can be approx-
imated as , which is the constant bias current for the charge
pump. The duty compensator receives the information from the

loop filter and scales the with the duty information. Al-
though there are two VCOs in the control loop, the duty com-
pensator ensures the two frequency tuning signals follow the
rules in (3). The number of the turn-on power MOSFETs is ex-
pected to be the same as the turn-off ones within a cycle. The

signal in Fig. 5 indicates charging or discharging phase of
the switching regulator and allows either or passing to
the shifter register at a time. Both two mechanisms prevent the
loop from divergence. The small signal gain of the duty compen-
sator, VCO, and the shift register can be expressed as ,

, and , respectively. To sum up the assumptions above,
the product of the , , and must be a constant
all the time no matter the current ripple ramps upward or down-
ward. If the magnitude of the is not consistent with the

, the needs to change for adjusting the strength of the
. Consequently, both phase and magnitude of the can

synchronize with in the proposed RLL loop. The open
loop transfer function of the RLL is expressed as (6) and the
corresponding frequency response is shown in Fig. 10(b).

(6)

The output pole is highly associated with the total load cur-
rent. If only consists of parasitic capacitance of 100 pF
and the circuit works at light loads, the output pole locates in
the range of a few MHzs. On the other hand, the first harmonic
of the switching noise typically occurs at 1MHz. Combining the
two issues above, the bandwidth should be limited to the one-
tenth of the switching frequency. The loop filter in the charge
pump serves as the dominant pole at 110 KHz to ensure sta-
bility and the maximum operation frequency of the VSOs is up
to 200 MHz to suppress the high frequency switching ripple
from SWR. The phase margin is near 89 degrees at the UGF
because the output pole has less effect at light loads. Moreover,
the output pole can locate to higher frequencies when the system
operates at heavy loads. The RLL is unconditionally stable be-
cause only one pole remains in the control loop.

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

A. Resistor Error Detector (RED) and Charge Pump

Fig. 11(a) shows the circuit implementation of the RED and
the charge pump. To accurately control the window in Fig. 8,
the programmable hysteretic comparator (PHC) is adopted to
monitor voltage ripple at the output. The comparator is com-
posed of the programmable hysteretic window, the polarity de-
tection circuit, and one D flip-flop. Two hysteretic windows can
be programmed through the programmable hysteretic window
block in Fig. 11(b) and expressed as (7).

(7)

The can be obtained from the voltage reference cir-
cuit and serve as the control signal for the voltage-controlled
current source. The cascaded flipped voltage follower (FVF)
offers better performance of slew rate, power dissipation, and
low output impedance. The gate-to-source voltage is kept con-
stant owing to constant bias currents and . High lin-
earity makes it possible to accurately program two hysteretic
windows. As shown in (7), the hysteretic window can be set
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Fig. 11. (a) Resistance error detector and the charge pump. (b) Programmable hysteretic window and polarity detection circuit with one D-flip-flop.

Fig. 12. Simplified unit-cell of the duty compensator.

by simply the ratio of the resistors with a scalar voltage, .
Through deliberate layout techniques, the characteristics of the
resistors remain similar to each other so that the process vari-
ation can be overcome. The operation of the comparator starts
from the programmable hysteretic window block. to
are generated from the signal and , respectively.
If is equal to , the current flows through
both of resistors and . The potential of and is
slightly higher than and both two voltages remain equal.
Once the rises and make be equal to , no more
current will flow through . This is the positive trip point.
The difference voltage between the and is the positive
hysteretic window, . On the other hand, the negative
hysteretic window, , can be also obtained through de-
tecting the difference voltage between and when
is larger than . The polarity detection circuit senses two
trip points and changes the polarity of the current to indi-
cate the relationship between the two input ports. Finally, one
D flip-flop is required to change the status of the multiplexer
and serves as the output. With the implementation of accurate
programmable hysteretic windows, the characteristic of the re-

sistance error detector can be well-controlled and immune to the
process variation.
If the frequency tuning signals are not located at its optimal

value, the resistance error detector will send two signals
and to adjust . The loop filter stores the result and fil-
ters out the switching noise to offer a stable control voltage. The
bandwidth of the loop filter is set to one-tenth of the clock fre-
quency of the SWR, the interference can be effectively reduced.
Moreover, the two switches , and an operation amplifier
are added to offer the bypass current path. The currents and

keep steady no matter or is turned on or off. Charge
sharing problem and voltage spike phenomenon at the can
be removed.

B. Duty Compensator

The transistor-level implementation of the duty compensator
is shown in Fig. 12. The unit-cell is composed of two voltage-
controlled current sources, two storage capacitors, and one com-
parator. In the beginning, there is no charge stored in the two
capacitors, and . The negative input of the comparator
is zero and hence the MOSFET is turned on. At this mo-
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ment both two voltage-controlled current sources located at left
and right side start to charge the two respective capacitors. The
charging current can be adjusted by modifying the control volt-
ages, and , or the resistors, and . Once the voltage on
the capacitor approaches the level , the charging process
comes to the end. The is forced to turn off so the voltage on
stops rising. The voltage level at the output remains constant

as expressed as (8).

(8)

The unit-cell generates the voltage associated with the
parameters , , , , , , and . To put energy trans-
ferring information from the SWR, input and output voltages
of the SWR should be treated as the input signals for the duty
compensator. For simplicity, is chosen to be the same as
and so are and . The duty compensator is made of

two identical unit-cells to generate the corresponding signals
and . For the , the inputs , ,

are replaced by , , and , respectively, in the first
unit-cell. The modified equation in (9) can be derived.

(9)

Similarly, the signal in (10) is generated by the
second unit-cell with three input signals, ‘ ’, ,
and .

(10)

The duty information of the SWR is embedded in
and . The relationship between the two frequency
tuning signals in (3) can be achieved by the two identical
unit-cells. becomes a scalar voltage to determine the
strength of the on-resistance modulation and it can be easily
adjusted by and from the resistance error de-
tector. The control methodology remains simple because only
one parameter has to be regulated. Both system stability
and controllability can be guaranteed. Owing to the mirrored
architecture for the unit-cell design, the mismatch between the
two voltage-controlled current sources can be minimized. Two
extra n-type MOSFETs and and the signal are
added to reset the duty compensator.

C. Voltage Control Oscillator (VCO) and Shift Register

The VCO and the shift register are illustrated in Fig. 13. The
VCO receives and from the duty compen-
sator and then generates the corresponding frequency tuning
signals and for the shift register. Different time slots
for the ripple from the should be adjusted according to
the real-time condition. Thus, the shift register is kept in the loop
to control the status of the power MOSFETs. The VCO con-
tains two delay cells and a differential-to-single converter. The
circuit implementation of the delay cell is shown at the top-left
corner. Control signals from the duty compensator control the
bias current flowing through the cell. The oscillating frequency
can be adjusted by modifying the voltage at the charge
pump, which in turn changes the signals and .
A differential-to-single converter converts the differential sig-
nals into the single port. The push-pull output stage enhances

Fig. 13. Implementation of the voltage-controlled oscillator and the shift
register.

Fig. 14. Transient response of the proposed RLL embedded DLDO.

driving capability so that the output frequency tuning signals
and can directly connect to the following circuits.

Themodified shift register is shown in the bottomof thefigure,
which contains M identical control stages. It serves as a bridge
to link the operation between the VCOs and the auxiliary power
MOSFET array. Before the signal is set high by the power
commander, all the D flip-flops are reset to high and the function
of the on-resistance modulation is disengaged. No current is al-
lowed to flow through the auxiliary powerMOSFET array. Once
the RLL is activated, the shift register can receive either or

from theVCOs at a time. The decision to choose or
is accomplished by the signal , which can be retrieved from
the gate control signal of the SWR.The arithmetic shift operation
is realized by simplifying the combination of the NAND gates
and the D flip-flops.When receiving the command, the shift
registermoves 0 s toward the left side. The number of the turn-on
power MOSFETs increases and extra current can be injected to
the output. This is usually taken place in discharging phase of the
SWR.More current is allowed to reduce effective on-resistance,

, of the power MOSFET array. On the other hand, if re-
ceiving the command, the shift register moves 1 s toward
the right side. Part of the current is rejected to raise effective
on-resistance. The alternation between the two commands mod-
ifies the effective and the signal synchronizes the
modulation process with that of the SWR. Thus the on-resis-
tance modulation through the proposed RLL can be ensured.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed D-LDO regulator was fabricated in 40 nm
CMOS process. Fig. 14 shows the transient response of pro-
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Fig. 15. Measurement results of (a) 40% and (b) 50% duty ratio of supply voltage.

Fig. 16. Measurement results of (a) line regulation and (b) load regulation.

posed D-LDO regulator. The switching ripple of is
50 mV and the switching ripple of 41 mV directly penetrates
to the output if the RLL is not activated. When the RLL
is enabled, it dominates the controller. When the EN goes
high, the VRL is frozen and the RLL is enabled, the amplified
switching ripple of directly penetrates to . It
causes the voltage ripple larger than that of the VRL opera-
tion in the beginning of RLL operation and the RLL tracking
procedure then starts. During the track procedure, the RLL
adjusts on-resistance of power transistor gradually to reduce
the switching ripple which is fed from to . After
26 , the switching ripple of is down to 8 mV. The RLL
suppresses the switching ripple effectively.
The duty compensator is used to guarantee the system sta-

bility of proposed DLDO under different duty ratio of supply
voltage. Fig. 15(a) shows steady-state measurement of input
40% duty ratio. and are the on-resistance modulation
signals. The duty compensator adjusts the frequency of and

, respectively, to ensure is equal to . Fig. 15(b)
shows the measurement of 50% input duty ratio. The frequen-
cies of and are the same and is equal to .
That is, the duty compensator keeps equals to under
different input duty ratio.
Due to the comparator-based operation, the proposed DLDO

has good line/load regulation performance. Fig. 16(a) shows
the measured line regulation. Maximum voltage variation is
11 mV. Fig. 16(b) shows the measured load regulation. Max-
imum voltage variation is 13 mV. At 100 mA load condition,
Fig. 17 shows the proposed circuit is compatible to a wide
input range and the goes down to as low as 0.6 V. The
improvement of the switching noise rejection performance is
14 dB. With 20 different samples, Fig. 18 shows the power
supply rejection performance. The average power supply rejec-
tion performance is 16 dB.
As depicted in Fig. 19, the RLL is deactivated at light loads

because the SWR enters the DCM. The switching noise be-
comes less significant and thus the RLL turns off for power

Fig. 17. Power supply rejection performance of the proposed DLDO.

Fig. 18. The power supply rejection performance of 20 different samples under
PVT variations.

Fig. 19. The power saving strategy at light loads.

saving. The output voltage ripple varies with load current be-
cause the output voltage is regulated only by VRL. The mea-
sured voltage ripple changes from 8mV to 19mVwhen the load
current changes from 0.1 mA to 1 mA. The maximum voltage
ripple is smaller than 5% variation of , which is accept-
able for back-end circuit in the standby mode. Fig. 20 shows
current efficiency under different , temperature, and load
current when is regulated at 0.4 V. The current efficiency
of the proposed method is at least 99.45%. Fig. 21 shows the
chip micrograph with an active area of . The com-
parison in Table II shows the specifications of this work and the
prior arts. The switching noise suppression of 16 dB, equals to
80.5% improvement, and the current efficiency are better than
those of the prior arts. Importantly, variation of process, voltage,
and temperature (PVT) has little effect on the performance of
the proposed DLDO regulator.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON TABLE

Fig. 20. Current Efficiency versus output loading and temperature under dif-
ferent input voltage .

Fig. 21. Chip micrograph.

VI. CONCLUSION

A high PSRR of 16 dB DLDO is achieved by the proposed
RLL. It can effectively suppress major switching ripple from the

front-end SWR. Owing to the duty compensator, the system sta-
bility of proposed DLDO can be guaranteed under different duty
ratio of supply voltage. The output voltage of proposed DLDO
is down to 0.4 V and the peak current efficiency is 99.99%. The
test chip was fabricated in 40 nm CMOS process with all the
transistors implemented by core device for small silicon area.
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